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Pancakes Make People Happy is a cookbook for everyone who loves pancakes. Gluten-free,
vegan, vegetarian, and dairy-free recipes are included.The pancake is the classic comfort food!
Just imagining a short-stack of flapjacks drizzled with maple syrup will bring a smile to
anybody’s face. But did you know that pancakes can be so much more?From savory, satisfying
brunchtime fare to light, sweet desserts, pancakes are the perfect food to nourish body and
soul.Pancakes Make People Happy features over 75 unique pancake recipes that are as easy to
prepare as they are to love, including:• Old Fashioned Buttermilk Pancakes• Jalapeño Corn
Fritter Pancakes• Crispy Risotto Pancake• Monte Cristo Pancakes• Citrus Mimosa Pancakes•
Pancake Muffins• Eggnog Pancakes• Indian Chai Spice Pancakes• Christmas Tree Stack• Black
Forest PancakesWith authors hailing from the Catskills area of upstate New York, the recipes are
farm-fresh and wholesome. Pancakes Make People Happy has everything you need to start
enjoying this delicious food in no time. Put a little happy on your plate!

"Pancakes Make People Happy definitely achieves its desired purpose. First, the authors
present extremely enticing delights, and then they give the reader a guide to try their hand at
making them themselves."—The Epoch Times"Each one of the 75 thoroughly 'kitchen cook
friendly' recipes will produce farm-fresh and wholesome fare for any and all dining occasions. " —
Midwest Book ReviewAbout the AuthorSharon Collins is a Catskill Mountain native and lifelong
farmer. She grew up on a dairy farm and transitioned to a pure maple syrup and specialty food
manufacturer in 1990. She is a pioneer in the value added product business. Her fascination with
home grown and locally produced, seasonal products has fueled her entire business model as
the owner and operator of Buck Hill Farm. She developed a diversified homestead into a year-
round agritourism destination. The farm serves full country breakfast every weekend, all year,
featuring home raised pastured pork, beef, eggs and the farm's own pancake mixes.Charlotte
Collins is a third generation farmer in the Northern Catskills of Upstate NY. She has been on a
plant-based diet for over 12 years which has inspired much of her interest in creative cooking.
With a degree in direct marketing and multiple fitness certifications, she focuses on
communicating the physical and economic benefits of consuming locally produced goods.
Charlotte lived in New York City for 6 years working in fitness instructing, PR, and sales before
returning to her family farm.Courtney Wade lives on a farm in the Catskills mountain region of
New York and has an intense passion for farm fresh food. With both a degree in graphic design
and agricultural business from the State University at Cobleskill, she understands the
importance of and promotes supporting local producers by purchasing seasonally grown
products. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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to our pancake book. Since the beginning of time, when cavemen poured mashed grains on hot
stones, pancakes have been a “go to” for filling up bellies and getting energy for the day. In the
eons since, it has been customary to leave pitchers of batter next to stoves in kitchens of all
walks of life, just waiting for a hungry bunch to awaken. The essence of this anticipation brings
joy, and pancakes fuel the happiness. In this day and age, with no-carb and low-carb diets,
pancakes get a bad rap. We hope to convince our audience that pancakes can be healthy and
nourishing; that they lend themselves well to any diet restrictions; and most of all. that pancakes
can find a home at any time, with any meal! As we say, “Move over charcuterie!”, plan your next
event around a pancake board!Two of my favorite cooks helped to get this book into print:
Charlotte Collins and Courtney Wade. Charlotte’s passion is health and fitness and she has
contributed her knowledge of healthier ingredients, diet recommendations, and an eclectic,
highly nutritious way of eating throughout the day. Courtney, who has previously published a
cookbook, lends expertise in combining flavors to suit anyone’s tastes, and has a talent for food
styling and photography. And given that they are both decades younger than me, you’re sure to
find a lot of fresh ideas to make you happy! Their enthusiasm has been absolutely infectious; we
especially enjoyed sampling all the many kinds of pancakes during our test sessions.I grew up
with an old, black, cast iron, wood fired, cook stove. No, I’m not really that old, but I did grow up
on a dairy farm and, as my parents enjoyed country life, they made a point of protecting tradition.
I experimented with making bread, pizza, and meat loaf in it as I learned to cook, but the food
that was the easiest, most consistent and most appreciated were pancakes. Right from the get-
go, it was clear to me that pancakes make people happy.I babysat my neighbor’s three children
from the start of her 6am nursing shift until it was time for the school bus. They would help me
with my morning chores of feeding calves and then we would get breakfast. There was no store-
bought cereal in our house: breakfast of champions was, you guessed it, pancakes. Boy, did
those kids love a hot breakfast! They loved me for it, and still talk about it to this day.As the years
went on, I took over the family farm, and started concentrating on our maple syrup. There’s only



one thing I’ve found that makes pancakes taste better than sharing them with small children...
and that’s maple syrup! We trucked our syrup all over New York and peddled our products at the
Union Square Greenmarket in NYC. In 1995, we began serving pancakes at the farm on
weekends to showcase our pure maple syrup and the pancake mixes marketed under our own
name. Even as farms struggled economically, and the picturesque landscape of open space and
red barns began to disappear, it became clear to us the only thing people wanted more than
pancakes was a farm experience. We started serving farm-to-table breakfasts, never losing sight
of two things: we are a farm producing wholesome food, and it’s our responsibility to share it with
the public.At our farm, coffee is served in mugs we have collected from thrift stores or been
given as gifts. Our favorites are usually promotional ones from organizations or businesses from
all over the map. For Christmas a few years back, my sister gave me a nice, hefty, ivory colored
mug to add to our collection. The design on the front was a stack of pancakes, and the lettering
read “Pancakes Make People Happy”. One of our favorite customers, who just so happens to be
the publisher of this book, really took a liking to this mug...and the rest is history!Even though my
days are very full working on the farm, when asked if I would like to write a pancake cookbook
how could I say no? That’s when I enlisted Charlotte and Courtney to do the heavy lifting. One
with a degree in Direct & Interactive Marketing and the other in Graphic Design, they have done
outstanding work in the “test kitchen” and the photos are as delicious as the recipes!— Sharon
Collins, Buck Hill FarmPancakes 101: How to Use This BookWe have tried to make a book
which will entertain not only the experienced cook, but also someone just getting started. For
those of you who eat exclusively, i.e. gluten free, dairy free, vegan, low carb, it includes an
informative chart of substitutions, so if you encounter a recipe that includes an ingredient that is
not on your list of approved foods, please refer to the section called “Easy Substitutions”. It will
assist you in tailoring any recipe to suit your needs.As you are using this cookbook, keep an eye
out for helpful tips on the level of difficulty. Easy recipes for beginners and more involved recipes
for fearless chefs are marked accordingly. Every recipe will have a symbol that rates the degree
of difficulty from 1-4. They earn their ratings either because technique is very important to
achieve the desired outcome, or because there are many ingredients and preparation is more
challenging. Making pancakes is equal parts art and science. There are countless ways to
artfully embellish your creations with your own personality, but for the moment let’s go over some
of the techniques that will guarantee the results you are looking for.Use a heavy bottomed non-
stick fry pan, an electric griddle with a thermostat, or a cast iron griddle. All work equally well.
You will also need a reasonably large spatula for foolproof flipping. Try to find one that has a
larger round end and isn’t too flexible. Many recipes are very specific about cooking
temperatures. For most, the griddle or stove should be set for 375°, or medium high. The griddle
will be ready when a drop of water dances on it, or it begins to smoke after lightly greasing with
vegetable oil or non-stick spray. Be patient while it heats. The most common mistake is pouring
batter on a griddle that is either too hot or too cold. I suggest avoiding butter for greasing your
cooking surface because it tends to burn at higher temperatures. You will need to grease your



pan before pouring each batch of cakes and only lightly grease for proper browning (I like to
wipe off excess oil with a paper towel each time). Frequently, the first pancake is destined for the
family pet and you probably won’t see perfection until the pan is well seasoned and evenly
heated.For best results, don’t over-mix the batter and let it sit 5 to 10 minutes before cooking so
the leavening process can start and the dry ingredients fully absorb the wet ingredients.Make
sure your batter is at room temperature. Cold batter will cool your cooking surface and result in a
“tough” textured cake.Do not peek at the underside of the pancake while it’s cooking. Let it cook
for two or three minutes on the first side (or as the recipe indicates) until the face of the pancake
is covered with bubbles and the edges look dry. Then go ahead and flip it. Continue to cook two
or three minutes more.Don’t forget, when it comes to pancakes, practice does make
perfect.Have fun and good luck!Easy SubstitutionsAs you are planning your pancake party, be
aware of your audience; our cookbook contains recipes for individuals with special health or diet
requirements as well as tips for substituting or eliminating ingredients to suit their needs. Below
is a list of common substitutions that will help convert any recipe to KETO, vegan, gluten-free,
vegetarian, and/or dairy-free. Beware of substituting gluten free flours such as buckwheat or
almond flour for all-purpose flour, as they generally do not behave the same way in baking.
Knowing this, we have tried to include in our chapters numerous opportunities to use delicious
gluten free and whole grain flours.INGREDIENTEASY SUBSTITUTION1 cup all-purpose flour1
cup almond or coconut flour + ¼ teaspoon xanthan gum1 egg¼ cup applesauce1 tablespoon
flax meal + 2½ tablespoons water1 tablespoon chia seeds + 3 tablespoons water1 cup dairy
milk1 cup coconut, almond, rice or soy milk1 cup buttermilk1 cup any milk + 1 tablespoon
vinegar, combined¼ cup butter¼ cup any vegetable oil¼ cup mashed avocado*¼ cup coconut
oil cup white sugar cup coconut sugar¼ cup honey¼ cup maple sugar1 cup confectioner’s
sugar2 packets of stevia blended with 1 cup arrowroot or potato starch½ cup ricotta½ cup
almond milk ricotta½ cup mashed tofu + 1 teaspoon nutritional yeast + ¼ teaspoon garlic salt,
combined1 tablespoon vegetable oil1 tablespoon flax seed oil, coconut oil, olive oil, or
grapeseed oil1 cup sour cream1 cup pureed cashews + 1 teaspoon lemon juice + 1 teaspoon
vinegar +  teaspoon salt1 cup silken tofu mixed with 1 tablespoon apple cider vinegar + 
teaspoon salt* Only for use in recipes, not for greasing the griddleClassic PancakesPancakes
themselves could be considered a “classic” food. So, it should be no surprise that one of the
most popular pancake mix flavors on the market is called “Old Fashioned.” We’ve decided to
broaden this first chapter, and the meaning of classic, to include not only the go-to’s for pancake
batter, but flavor combinations and ingredients that seem to be timeless in the kitchen.Old
Fashioned Buttermilk PancakesDIFFICULTY: 1Buttermilk pancakes are as classic as it gets.
Made for over 30,000 years, pancakes have been found in the stomach of men frozen in the last
ice age. They were also very popular with ancient Greeks and Romans, and most traditionally
made with a flour and curdled milk, or as we call it today, buttermilk.1½ cups milk¼ cup white
vinegar2 cups flour cup sugar3 teaspoons baking powder1 teaspoon baking soda1 teaspoon
salt2 large eggs1 teaspoon vanilla extract¼ cup butter, melted, plus 1 tablespoon to grease the



pan1 tablespoon vegetable oilMaple syrup or pancake syrup and butter, to serveIn a small bowl
or measuring cup, combine milk and vinegar. Let sit for 10 minutes, or until the milk has
curdled.In the meantime, whisk the flour, sugar, baking powder, baking soda, and salt in a large
bowl.In a medium-sized bowl, combine the soured milk, eggs, ¼ cup of melted butter, and
vanilla extract.Pour the wet ingredients into the bowl of dry ingredients and stir until just
combined. Remember, lumps are okay! Let the batter rest, undisturbed, for at least 5
minutes.Melt remaining tablespoon of butter and tablespoon oil in a skillet over medium
heat.Pour ¼ cup of batter into your pan and use a rubber spatula to help even out.Cook until the
top fills with air bubbles, about 2½—3 minutes, then flip to cook the remaining side until cooked
through and golden, about 1-2 minutes more. Remove the pancake from heat and place it on a
plate. If you’re finding that the outsides of your pancakes are cooking too quickly, reduce the
heat accordingly. Continue until all pancakes are cooked.Serve immediately with syrup and
butter or let cool and freeze.Buckwheat PancakesDIFFICULTY: 1GLUTEN-FREEWe included
buckwheat cakes in our classic chapter because for centuries buckwheat was a common flour.
Buckwheat is very hearty and tends to grow like a weed, making it cheap and easily accessible.
In contrast, white flour is the dusty by-product of milling grains and was only available in limited
quantities. White flour makes lighter and more delicate cakes and breads and was usually
reserved for the elite. If you ask around amidst your elderly relatives, you will probably hear at
least one buckwheat batter story and recollections of its wholesome, nutty flavor. Despite the
name, buckwheat is made from a seed, not a grain, which makes it an excellent option for the
gluten-free eater.½ cup buckwheat flour½ cup unbleached flour (can substitute with gluten-free
flour or rice flour)2 eggs cup milk (sub for dairy free)1 tablespoon vegetable oil2 teaspoons
sugar2 teaspoons baking powder¼ teaspoons saltIn a medium bowl, combine dry ingredients.
In a separate bowl, whisk together eggs, oil and milk. Add wet ingredients to dry ingredients.
Heat skillet to medium, brush with vegetable oil. Pour batter and cook for 2 minutes until bubbles
form, then flip and continue to cook for 2 minutes.Leftover Herbed Smashed Potato
PancakesDIFFICULTY: 2The best potato cakes are made from leftover mashed potatoes (skins
and all). You can also simply boil a few whole potatoes, let cool, and smash them up for equally
delicious cakes.PANCAKES1½ cups Smashed potatoes¼ cup flour1 egg beaten1 tablespoon
chive1 tablespoon parsley½ teaspoon salt¼ teaspoon pepperChopped scallions for garnish
(optional)Sour cream or yogurt for toppingCARAMELIZED ONIONS1 large onion1 tablespoon
olive oil
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Donna G., “Pancakes for All ... Including Those with Special Health or Dietary Requirements!.
The authors provide everything you need to travel on a pancake culinary adventure! First of all,
each recipe is rated by "difficulty" with a "1" being the easiest on up to the most difficult with a "4"
rating. As a result you can easily find a recipe tailored to your level of expertise. Secondly, and
probably my favorite part of this cookbook, is if you have food allergies or sensitivities, the
authors provide easy substitutions! You can easily convert any recipe to KETO, vegan, gluten-
free, vegetarian and/or dairy free! And finally, there are recipes for all types of pancakes...
sweet, savory, tried and true favorites and new and different flavors that you never dreamed
would be in a pancake recipe! You can tell a lot of love and heart went into creating this
cookbook! You too can discover how Pancakes can make you happy! Highly recommend!
Enjoy!!”

Christina, “Love it!. I love making pancakes from scratch and this book has giving me so many
options to choose from with such great visuals. Who knew you could make pancakes with
Guinness! Can’t wait to try them all!”

Jennifer O, “Pancakes DO make people happy. Such yummy recipes! Can’t wait to get my
bakers hat on and create some of these delicious treats!”

Karla Snow, “Great recipes!!. Sharon and Charlotte are amazing cooks - can’t wait to try some of
these recipes!”

Zabet, “Amazing, delicious recipes. Amazing book! Highly recommend”

Kassidy Lehner, “So many amazing recipes to choose from!. If you took an international trip
around the world just to taste pancakes, this book would be it. I loved trying all of the sweet and
savory options!”

Patricia Macfarlane, “Great recipes. I liked the book so much that I ordered a few more for gifts.”

The book by Sharon Collins has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 20 people have provided feedback.
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